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“INSONGA E’TIBOR VA SIFATLI TA’LIM” yiliga bag‘ishlangan, O‘zbekiston Respublikasi Vazirlar 
Mahkamasining 2022 yil 7 martdagi 101- son farmoyishiga asosan Buxoro davlat universitetida xalqaro 
hamkorlar ishtirokida 2023 yil 1-2 may kunlari “jismoniy madaniyat va sport: ta’lim dasturlarini 
takomillashtirish, muammolar va yechimlar” mavzusida Respublika ilmiy retsenziyalangan onlayn-
konferensiya o‘tkaziladi. 

 Anjumanning maqsadi: Yosh avlodning harakat faolligini optimallashtirish muammolarini hal etishning 
yangi yo‘llarini izlash, ularning jismoniy tayyorgarligi hamda jismoniy tarbiyasi jarayoniga yangi shakllar 
va metodlarni joriy qilish bobida metodologik va uslubiy sharoitlarini o‘rganish 

Anjumanning tashkiliy qo‘mitasi:  

DASTURIY QO‘MITA 

 1 O.X.Xamidov BuxDU rektori, rais  
2 R.T.Rasulov BuxDU Ilmiy ishlar va innovatsiyalar bo‘yicha prorektor, rais muovini  
3 B.B.Ma’murov Jismoniy madaniyat fakulteti dekani, a’zo 
4 R.S.Shukurov Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi mudiri, a’zo  
5 A.E.Sattorov Sport faoliyati kafedrasi mudiri, a’zo  
6 R.X.Kadirov Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi professori, a’zo  
7 M.M.Turayev Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi dotsenti, a’zo  
8 X.N.Xakimov Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi dotsenti, p.f.f.d.(PhD), a’zo  
9 N.I.Davronov Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi dotsenti, p.f.f.d.(PhD), a’zo  
10 A.Sh.Inoyatov Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi dotsenti, p.f.f.d.(PhD), a’zo  
11 F.B.Muzaffarova Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi dotsenti, p.f.f.d.(PhD), a’zo 
 12 Q.Q.Qobiljonov Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi o‘qituvchisi, a’zo 
 13 I.I.Saidov Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi dotsenti, p.f.f.d.(PhD), kotib 
 

II TAShKILIY QO‘MITA  
1 B.B.Ma’murov Jismoniy madaniyat fakulteti dekani, a’zo  
2 B.B.Qobilov BuxDU xodimlar va talabalar kasaba uyushmasi raisi, a’zo  
3 U.U.Rashidov BuxDU moliya va iqtisodiyot ishlari bo‘yicha prorektori, a’zo  
4 G.T.Zaripov BuxDU I va IPKT bo‘limi boshlig‘i, a’zo  
5 R.S.Shukurov Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi mudiri, a’zo  
6 A.E.Sattorov Sport faoliyati kafedrasi mudiri, a’zo  
7 Q.P.Arslonov Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi professori, a’zo  
8 G‘.M.Salimov Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi professori, a’zo  
9 Sh.Dj.Abdullayev Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi dotsenti, a’zo  
10 M.M.Turayev Sport nazariyasi va metodikasi kafedrasi dotsenti, a’zo 
12 R.S.Baymuradov Sport faoliyati kafedrasi dotsenti, a’zo 
14 M.B.Ibragimov Sport faoliyati kafedrasi dotsenti, a’zo 15 D.I.Kurbanov Sport faoliyati kafedrasi 
dotsenti, a’zo 
    Barcha ma’ruza tezislari (maqolalar) tahririyat tomonidan anonimlashtirilgan holatda tekshiriladi va 
tekshiruvdan ijobiy o‘tgan ma’ruza tezislari nashr etiladi hamda har bir muallifga elektron SERTIFIKAT 
beriladi. Ma’ruza tezislarida berilgan ma’lumot uchun mualliflarning o‘zlari javobgar hisoblanishadi.       
    Mazkur ilmiy amaliy-anjuman konferensiyada professor-o‘qituvchilar va ilmiy tadqiqotchilar jismoniy 
tarbiya va sport yo‘nalishida o‘z ilmiy izlanishlari natijasida tayyorlangan ma’ruza tezislari (maqolalar) 
bilan qatnashadi 13 R.S.Baymuradov Sport faoliyati kafedrasi dotsenti, a’zo 14 M.B.Ibragimov Sport 
faoliyati kafedrasi dotsenti, a’zo 15 D.I.Kurbanov Sport faoliyati kafedrasi dotsenti, a’zo 
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PHYSICAL TRAINING OF YOUNG ATHLIETES AND ITS IMPORTANCE 

 

Annotatsiya 
 Maqolada yosh sportchilarning jismoniy faoliyatini qanday oshirib borish bosqichlari va ularda 
qo`llaniladigan yuklamalar hajimlari orqali, yosh sportchilarni tarbiyalash yo`llari ko`rsatib o`tilgan. 
 
Tayanch tushunchalar: Ta`lim, umumiy jismoniy tayyorgarlik, maxsus jismoniy tayyorgarlik, 
jismoniy qobiliyat, jismoniy sfat. 
                                                                                   
                                                                                   Аннотация. 
В статье показано, как повысить физическую активность юных спортсменов и как 
тренировать юных спортсменов за счет прилагаемой к ним нагрузки. 
Ключевые слова: Образоварие, общая физическая подготовка, специальная физическая 
подготовка, физические способности, физические качества. 
                                                                                
                                                                                  Annotation. 
The article shows nhow increase the physical activity of young athletes and ways to train young 
athletes through the amount of workload applied to them. 
Key words: Education, general physicfl training, sptcial physical training, physical ability, 
physical quality. 
 
 
Physical training of young athletes is one of the most important components of sports training and 
is understood as a process aimed at comprehensive development of the body, strengthening health, 
improving physical abilities and creating a solid functional base for all other types of training. 
 High demands are placed on modern exercise. 
 This can be explained by management factors: 
 1. The study of achievements in sports always meets the requirements of a new stage in the 
development of physical activity from the athlete: 
 2. A prerequisite for managing a high level of physical training and competition loads. 
 Depending on the nature and direction of the effect of the means used, the physical fitness of 
young athletes is studied in groups of general physical training (GPT), auxiliary and special physical 
training (GPT). 
 The general physical fitness (SPT) of a young athlete is the foundation, the necessary foundation, 
to achieve high results. It is aimed at solving the following tasks. 
 1. Improving the functional capacity of the body of young athletes 
 2. Physical qualities Development of strength, speed, endurance, agility and flexibility: 
 3. Overcoming deficiencies in the physical development of young athletes. 
 Auxiliary physical training of young athletes is aimed at creating a functional basis for effective 
activities aimed at the development of special physical abilities. It has a special direction and is aimed at 
solving the following tasks: 
 1. Development of functional abilities of young athletes, which are reflected in the movement 
activities specific to the chosen sport. 
 2. Improving the body's ability to withstand high levels of special loads. 
 3. Increasing the intensity of recovery processes. 
Special training of young athletes (GPT) is carried out regardless of the sport in which they meet 



the requirements for participation in competitive activities in the chosen sport. 
 Solves the task of managing the special performance of young athletes. 
_ improvement of mandatory treatment specific to the chosen sport; 
_ deepening and development of motor skills necessary for successful technical and tactical 
improvement of the chosen sport; 
_ selective development of individual muscle groups that are more involved in performing 
specialized exercises; 
 It is aimed at developing the most important movement qualities in the system of GPT movement 
skills of young athletes. To do this, competitive exercises conducted by the main management of special 
physical training are used with various complicating elements that affect the body of the athlete. 
 All types of physical training have certain similarities. Physical training of young athletes is 
closely linked with sports specialization. Inadequate assessment of any type of physical fitness during 
exercise will eventually hinder the development of sports skills. In the training of young athletes, the 
tasks set in the ratio of GPT and SPT, the age and qualifications of athletes, their individual 
characteristics, stages and periods of the training process, change the current state of the body. As the 
skill of the athlete increases, the contribution of MJT tools increases and the volume of SPT tools 
decreases accordingly. 
The level of physical development of young athletes during training. 
In addition: The formation of the physical culture of young athletes also remains an important 
factor. The process of shaping the physical culture of such young athletes not only assimilates the 
movements of the practitioners and the knowledge associated with them, but also develops their own 
physical activities. Currently, "physical activity" and "physical qualities" are used to describe the ability 
of athletes to move. Although these concepts are similar in some ways, but not the same. Physical control 
is a complex of psycho-physiological and morphological actions that meet the requirements of a young 
athlete and ensure their implementation. In physical education and sports, the terms “strong,” “fast,” 
“agile,” and “flexible” are reflected in the quality of athletes ’performance. 
 It is now accepted to distinguish five basic types of physical abilities: strength, speed and 
coordination skills, endurance and flexibility. Each of them manifests itself in different forms in different 
types of movement activities. 
 Now there are also basic laws of development of physical abilities. 
1. Movement is a leading factor of physical abilities 
2. Dependence of skill development on the mode of movement activity 
3. Stages of development of physical abilities 
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4. Uneven and heterochronous development of abilities (belonging to different times) 
5. Reversibility of ability indicators 
6. Transfer of physical abilities 
7. Interrelation and unity of motor skills and physical abilities 
 In doing so, there is no change that affects the performance of young athletes, depending on 
their mastery of this or that movement in the belt they are considering. To do this, the person who 
conducts the pedagogical process of physical education must build it based not only on the principles of 
education and upbringing, but also on the principles of development of physical activity. At the same 
time, it is necessary to accept that all sports competitions in physical education reflect the same 
requirements: in them, any pedagogical process must be built on the basis of awareness, activism and 
other principles. However, the clear implementation of these principles must be consistent with the tasks 
at hand. 
 Thus, the actual values of the maximum load can be determined only in relation to the specific 
physical condition of the trainees. 
 Of course, in the development of physical abilities, the maximum load should be applied when 
the trainees have the appropriate training, taking into account their age, individual characteristics, as well 
as the specifics of the load, in accordance with other principles. The magnitude of the physical load is 
characterized by its volume and intensity. Accordingly, it is possible to clearly distribute the workload. 
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